LW Wireless Lodge Watch
Installation Sheet
LW-TR DOOR/WINDOW SENSOR
FACTORY LINKED AND READY TO GO

LW LODGE WATCH RECEIVER MODULE

MAGNET

Note: Lodge Watch Receiver Module is for indoor
use and installation only. For outdoor installation
of the receiver module, make sure you specify our
Lodge Watch systems in a water tight enclosure.
LW1-WT, LW2-WT, LW3-WT, LW4-WT. Door/Window
sensors are only for indoor use. There are no
door/window sensors available for outdoor use.

SEQUENCE OF OPERATION:
The Lodge Watch is a wireless monitoring and control
system designed to reduce energy waste in vacation
properties. This is achieved by turning off the HVAC
equipment when the doors or windows are left open for
more than two minutes. When a door or window is
opened a magnet separates from the wireless sensor
mounted on the door or window frame. The sensor then
sends a signal to the receiver module. If the door or
window remain open for more than 2 minutes, the
module opens the normally closed “OP” contacts
shutting off the HVAC equipment.

LW-TR DOOR/WINDOW SENSOR:
The LW-TR Door/Window Sensor is a wireless solarpowered sensor that is factory linked to the Lodge
Watch receiver module and sends a wireless message
whenever a door or window opens or closes. The sensor
is easy to install on door and window frames. As many
as 30 LW-TR Door/Window Sensors can be used with a
single Lodge Watch Receiver.
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Features include:
● Sends wireless message to the Lodge Watch receiver
whenever a door or window opens or closes.
● Harvests ambient solar energy to power the sensor
and send wireless communications.
● Mounts easily on standard doors or windows.
● Supplemental battery option for extreme low-light
conditions.

LW-TR SPECIFICATIONS:

Alignment Guidelines:

LODGE WATCH RECEIVER MODULE:
The Lodge Watch Receiver Module contains a wireless
relay receiver and interface board that wires to the
HVAC equipment. The receiver module is powered by
24 volts AC from the equipment transformer.

The proximity of the magnet to the sensor is important for
proper detection. The alignment arrows on the sensor
and the magnet must point to each other and the gap
between them must not exceed .25 inches in any
direction.
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LODGE WATCH SPECIFICATIONS:
Wireless Relay Receiver (Indoor Use Only)

3. Install the sensor on the interior side of the ﬁxed
frame.
A. Remove the mounting
bracket from the sensor.

Interface Board (Indoor Use Only)

Green LED: Comes on if door or window are left open
for 2 minutes opening OP contacts
System Input Voltage: 24 VAC

Tab lock

B. Position the mounting bracket and mark the two
mounting screw drill points.
C. Insert the ﬁrst screw loosely and level the mounting
bracket.

Notches

PLANNING:
1. Based on your requirements, decide where to install
the sensor and the magnet. For door installations,
locate the sensor:
● On the knob side of the door jamb, away from
hinges.
● At least 1 ft. above the ﬂoor to avoid damage.
For window installations, make sure the location does
not expose the sensor to contact with water.

D. Install the second screw, and then hand-tighten the
ﬁrst screw.

2. Follow the alignment requirements as described in
the Planning section.

E. Snap the sensor into the mounting bracket where
the notches are located

D. Replace the magnet cover and snap it into place on
the tab.

Fixed Frame

Tab lock

Moving Part

F. Slide the sensor on the bracket until it snaps into
place on the tab lock.
4. Install the magnet on the moving part of the door or
window.
A. Use a screwdriver to press the tab lock and ﬂex the
magnet cover to remove it.

Tab lock

NOTE: For low activity applications, the magnet can be
mounted with double-sided tape (not included).
5. Check the alignment arrows and the distance between
the sensor and magnet when the door or window is
closed.
TIP: There is a faintly audible click when the sensor
and magnet close and open.

LINKING ADDITIONAL DOOR/WINDOW
SENSORS:
1. Mount the Lodge Watch Receiver on a non-metalic
surface near the HVAC unit.
2. Turn oﬀ power to the HVAC system and wire as
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3. Apply power to the HVAC system and put the
thermostat in the oﬀ position.
Mounting Holes

C. Position the magnet with the proper spacing and
alignment, and then install it with provided screws.

4. Take each door/window sensor that will be used and
separate the magnet.
5. Press and release the LEARN button on the relay
receiver. The red LED begins to blink.
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B. The two mounting holes are exposed.
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6. Press the LINK button on the side of the sensor. The
red LED on the relay receiver will light solid for 2
seconds then go out.
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REPLACING DOOR/WINDOW SENSOR
BATTERIES:
Each door/window sensor has a battery installed which is
used to supplement the solar energy harvester. The battery
maintains power where light levels are consistently too low.
Only use a CR1216 battery replacement.
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7. To conﬁrm that the sensor is linked with the receiver,
place the magnet next to the sensor. The relay
receiver red LED will come on conﬁrming that the
sensor is linked.
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TROUBLESHOOTING:
8. Repeat Steps 5 through 7 to link each additional
sensor.

TEST, CHECK AND STARTUP:
1. Once all sensors are properly mounted and all
windows and doors are closed, place the thermostat
in the continuous fan mode.
2. Open a door or window to separate the magnet from
the sensor.
3. The red LED on the relay receiver will go out.
4. After 2 minutes, the green LED on the interface board
will come on and the air handler will stop running.
5. Test each sensor in this manner to conﬁrm
communications with the relay receiver.

GLOBAL CLEAR:
The Lodge Watch receiver and all linked door/window
sensors can be cleared and the relay will revert to its
original factory default setting of Single Contact Mode.
This mode will not work with multiple door/window
sensors and the Lodge Watch receiver will have to be
reconﬁgured.
LW LODGE WATCH RECEIVER MODULE
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To initiate Global Clear, use the following steps:
1. Press and hold the CLEAR button for 3 seconds until
the LED begins slowly blinking.
2. Clear mode will time out and exit in 30 seconds.
3. All linked door/window sensors and relay will be reset
to factory default.
4. After Global Clear, Lodge Watch receiver will default
to Single Contact Mode.
If multiple door/window sensors are linked, use the
following steps:
1. Apply power to receiver module.
2. Press and hold LEARN button for 1/2 second. LED
will ﬂash slowly.
3. Press and hold LEARN button for 3 seconds until LED
pattern changes to FLASH, FLASH, OFF (2 ﬂashes).
4. Press and hold the CLEAR button for 3 seconds until
LED links twice indicating Alarm Mode is enabled.
5. When linked with multiple door/window sensors, relay
will deactivate if any sensor transmits an OPEN
telegram.
NOTE: It is recommended that door/window sensors be
linked before relay is conﬁgured for Alarm Mode.
See Linking Additional Door/Window Sensors.
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